KEVIN HAS HAD THE PLEASURE OF TRAVELING TO WYOMING for almost forty years. He worked in the oil and gas business and his company had a number of offices throughout the state. He always wanted to get transferred to Wyoming but no such luck. He did get to travel there quite often and was able sneak off and do some fly fishing, usually in the North Fork of the Shoshone river or Tensleep Creek. Sometime in the late 1980's, he and a group of Midwest deer hunting buddies made several unguided archery elk trips to Wyoming with little success. Archery elk hunting got in his blood and he began to do guided trips beginning in 2000 Kevin has drawn an elk tag sixteen times, hunting first with Paintrock Adventures, later becoming East Fork Outfitters. There has never been trip when he didn’t see elk or wasn’t very close to being able to take a shot. Unfortunately, sometimes it just doesn’t work out but he is thrilled to have taken six elk with five different guides. He also learned that Grizzlies like to eat downed elk and will come to a cow call. Hunting in the rugged and pristine Wyoming wilderness is the ultimate adventure and he intends to do it as long as his body holds out. He is deeply indebted to the great outfitters, guides, wranglers, cooks and hunters he has gotten to know. He is honored to be selected Hunter of the Year by the Wyoming Outfitters and Guides Association. He is also fortunate to have a wonderful wife, Sandy, who encourages his hunting trips to Wyoming.